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IN-STORE

MOVE-IN CONDITION
THE APARTMENT AT TINA SEIDENFADEN BUSCK’S GALLERY, IN
AN 18TH-CENTURY RESIDENTIAL BUILDING IN THE HEART OF
COPENHAGEN, YOU CAN MAKE YOURSELF AT HOME. ALIX BROWNE
1. After specializing in
contemporary art and design
for Sotheby’s for more than 10
years, Seidenfaden Busck opened
her space almost a year ago with
her business partner, Pernille
Hornhaver, with the idea of taking
apartment envy to a new level:
it’s set up to feel like a private
home. ‘‘Every piece I would own
myself,’’ she says. A quilt by
Jessica Ogden (about $630)
provides a backdrop to an early
Hans Wegner Flag Halyard chair
(price on request). ‘‘The

combination of green enamel legs
and wooden shoes was only made
for a short period.’’ She thinks of
vintage Moroccan rugs as artwork
for the floor. This one is $920.
2. Seidenfaden Busck sells
McCollin Bryan’s Tinted Lens table
($4,120) in multiple colors. ‘‘It’s
an updated expression of an Art
Deco form.’’
3. C. Jeré’s 1960s wall sculptures,
like ‘‘Raindrops’’ ($2,600), have
‘‘gone through the fashion cycle
from avant-garde to kitsch.’’

4. In the dining area, she pairs
an oak table designed for
the store by Kobenhavns
Mobelsnedkeri ($5,880) with Eero
Saarinen chairs ($920 each). The
Tube Chandelier ($4,540) is by
Michael Anastassiades; the Royal
Copenhagen Konkylie tureen
($2,520) is by Arje Griegst, who
was ‘‘one of the most outstanding
goldsmiths in Denmark.’’
5. ‘‘Cane and wicker bring a cozy,
casual atmosphere to a room,’’
she says of this Franco Albini
Margherita chair ($3,150).
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6. A sculpture by the New Realist
artist Arman, shows his affinity for
casting common objects in resin
(price on request).
7. She describes visiting the
ceramist Nathalie Lété’s studio on
the outskirts of Paris as ‘‘like
entering the world of Alice in
Wonderland.’’ This owl is $1,090.
8. This beech plywood sculpture
is by Tomás Saraceno, who is
represented by the local gallery
Andersen’s, a close collaborator
that also shows artists like Olafur
Eliasson and Anselm Reyle.

WHILE IN COPENHAGEN: For fresh air and fresh inspiration, Seidenfaden Busck often visits Christiania, a neighborhood of colorful houses built by
hippies and artists in the 1970s. She also likes to drop by the florist Tage Andersen (tage-andersen.com). ‘‘His shop is like a gallery, and his bouquets
are like objects,’’ she says. For coffee, Seidenfaden recommends Sweet Treat (sweettreat.dk) for its authentic, local vibe.
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